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Abstract
We nd a dimension function ∗ such that the ∗-packing measure of the boundary of a
Galton{Watson tree is strictly positive and nite. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction and main result
Put N=f1; 2; : : :g, N=f0g[N, and write U =f;g[S1n=1 (N)n for the set of all
nite sequences u=u1 : : : un including the null sequence ;. Let (
; F; P) be a probability
space, fpn: n 2 Ng be a probability distribution on N, and fNu: u 2 Ug be a family
of independent random variables dened on 
, each distributed according to the law
fpng. Let T =T(!) be the Galton{Watson tree with dening elements fNu: u 2 Tg:
we have ; 2 T and, if u 2 T and i 2 N, then ui 2 T if and only if 16i6Nu. If
u=u1 : : : un=(u1; : : : ; un) (uk 2 N; n61), we write juj=n and ujk=u1 : : : uk ; k6n; by
convention uj0=;. Let @T=fu1u2 : : : : 8n>0; u1 : : : un 2 Tg be its boundary endowed
with the ultra-metric
d(u; v) = e−ju^vj if u 6= v; and d(u; v) = 0 if u= v; u; v 2 @T ; (1.1)
where u ^ v is the common sequence of u and v: namely u ^ v = ujn = vjn with
n=maxfk 2 N: ujk = vjkg.
Assume that N = N; is not almost surely (a.s.) a constant and that EN logN <1.
Write m= EN and = logm: Liu (1996a) proved that if m := ess supN <1, then
0<− H (@T)<1 a:s: (1.2a)
where − H denotes the Hausdor measure with respect to the dimension function
(t) = t

log log
1
t

; with  = 1− logm=log m: (1.2b)
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[The result also holds (cf. Liu, 1996a) in the case where m=1, provided that EetN<1
for some but not all t > 0; in this case  is interpreted to be 1.] The purpose of this
paper is to prove the following similar result for the spherical packing measure:
Theorem 1.1. If m := ess inf N > 1; then
0< − P(@T)<1 a:s:; (1.3a)
where  − P denotes the spherical packing measure with respect to the dimension
function
(t) = t

log log
1
t
∗
; with  = 1− logm=logm (1.3b)
(cf. Section 2 for the denition of  − P):
In fact, we shall prove that the exact spherical packing measure coincides with
the branching measure up to a multiplicative constant. It is interesting to notice the
symmetry between the results about Hausdor measure and packing measure. We also
remark that > 0 and < 0, and that the condition m> 1 just says p1 = 0.
Denitions of the branching measure, Hausdor and packing measures, and some
other preliminaries are given in Section 2. Upper bound and lower bound for pre-
measures are given in Sections 3 and 4, respectively; the case where p1> 0 is also
discussed in Section 3. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is completed in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries
Write zn = fv 2 T : jvj= ng and put
Z = lim
n!1 m
−n card zn; (2.1)
where card A means the cardinality of A. Since N>1 and EN logN <1, we have
EZ = 1 and Z > 0 a.s. Write
r = supft>0: E exp(tZ1=)<1g= lim inf
x!1 −x
−1= logPfZ >xg; (2.2)
for the equality above, see Liu (1996b). By Liu (1996a), 0<r<1 if either m<1
or E exp(tN )<1 for some but not all t > 0: For the left tail, if p1 = 0, then the
number
r = supft>0: E exp(tZ1=∗)<1g= lim inf
x!0
−x−1=∗ logPfZ <xg (2.3a)
is strictly positive and nite; if p1> 0, then
0< lim inf
x!0
PfZ <xgx−b6 lim sup
x!0
PfZ <xgx−b <1; (2.3b)
where b> 0 is determined by p1mb = 1 (see for example Bingham, 1988).
For all u 2 U ; let Tu be the shifted tree of T at u: we have ; 2 Tu and, if v 2 Tu
and i 2 N, then vi 2 Tu if and only if 16i6Nuv, where uv denotes the juxtaposition
of u and v; by convention, ;u= u;= u. Clearly T = T;: Dene
Zu = lim
n!1m
−n cardfv 2 Tu: jvj= ng; u 2 U : (2.4)
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Then Z = Z; and fZu: u 2 Ug is a family of identically distributed random variables.
Since for all u 2 T , cardfv 2 Tu: jvj=n+1g=
PNu
i=1 cardfv 2 Tui: jvj=ng; it is easily
seen that for all u 2 T ,
m−jujZu =
NuX
i=1
m−juijZui: (2.5)
For u 2 T , let
Bu = fv 2 @T : u<vg
be the ball in @T with diameter jBuj=e−juj; here for two sequences u; v 2 U , we write
u<v if uu0 = v for some u0 2 U . The balls Bu are both open and closed. Let B be
the collection of all balls Bu; u 2 T , and let A be the collection of a nite union of
disjoint balls, where by convention the empty union is taken to be the empty set ;.
Then A is an algebra. Let  = ! :A! [0;1) be a set function dened by
!(;) = 0; !(Bu) = m−jujZu = jBujZu if u 2 T(!); (2.6)
and additively for any other A=
S
u2  Bu 2 A (the Bu’s being disjoint). Then by (2.5),
for almost all !, the set function ! is well dened. By the compactness of @T , it can
be easily seen that if An 2 A decreases to ;, then An = ; for n large enough, so that
!(An) decreases to 0; this shows that ! is in fact a (-additive) measure on A. The
natural way to extent ! to a Borel measure is dening, for all A @T ,
!(A) = inf
(X
i
!(Ai): A
i
[
Ai; Ai 2 A
)
= inf
(X
i
!(Bi): A
[
i
Bi; Bi 2 B
)
; (2.7)
so that (a)  = ! is an outer measure, (b) all Borel-sets are 

!-measurable, and
(c) the restriction of ! to the Borel-eld B = (B) is a measure. For simplicity,
this measure will also be denoted by !. It is termed the branching measure on (the
boundary of) the tree T , and has been well studied since the work of Hawkes (1981),
see for example Liu and Rouault (1996) and the references therein; for some recent
results, see Liu (1998).
Let g be a measure function, that is, a continuous and non-decreasing function dened
on [0; a] for some a> 0 such that g(0)=0. The g-Hausdor (outer) measure of A @T
is dened as
g-H (A) = lim
!0+
inf
( 1X
i=1
g(jBij): A
1[
i=1
Bi; jBij6; Bi 2 B
)
: (2.8)
Since (@T ; d) is an ultra-metric space, in the above denition, the value of g-H (A)
will not change if we use covers of A by any sets rather than balls (see Liu, 1996,
Lemma 0).
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The g-packing premeasure of A @T is dened as
g-P(A) = lim
!0+
sup
( 1X
i=1
g(jBij): Bi 2 B are disjoint; Bi \ A 6= ; and jBij6
)
:
(2.9)
Notice that since the balls Bi are open, Bi \ A= ; if and only if Bi \ A= ;, where A
denotes the closure of A. So in the above denition, we can replace A by A, and we
have g-P(A) = g-P( A). Any collection of balls fBig satisfying the properties indicated
in (2.9) will be called a -packing of A. The sup in (2.9) will be denoted by g-P(A; ),
which is taken to be 0 if there is no -packing of A. By the argument in the proof of
Lemma 3:1 of Dai and Taylor (1994), g-P is a nitely sub-additive (but not necessarily
countably sub-additive) set function, and, since B is nested, for any A @T and any
B 2 B, we have
g-P(A) = g-P(A \ B) + g-P(A nB): (2.10a)
Actually, the nite sub-additivity is easy to check by the denition of g-P. The identity
(2.10a) follows from the sub-additivity and the fact that B is nested, as is shown in
the following. Suppose that fBug(u2 1) and fBvg(v2 2) are any -packings of A\B and
A nB. Since B is nested, at most one BuB (u 2  1) and the remainder are subsets
of B. Similarly, at most one BvB (v 2  2) and the rest are disjoint from B. Hence,
if we leave out at most two sets, the combination of fBug(u2 1) and fBvg(v2 2) is a
-packing of A. Thus,
g-P(A; )>g-P(A \ B; ) + g-P (A nB; )− 2g():
Letting  ! 0 and using the nite sub-additivity give (2.10a).
As a consequence of (2.10a), we have
g-P(A1 [ A2) = g-P(A1) + g-P(A2) if A1 \ A2 = ;; A1; A2 2 A: (2.10b)
Just as in the case for the branching measure, if g-P(@T)<1, then by (2.10b) it can
be easily proved that g-P is a measure on A, and the natural way to extend it to a
measure on the Borel-eld (A) = (B) is dening
g-P(A) = inf
( 1X
i=1
g-P(Ai): A
1[
i=1
Ai; Ai 2 A
)
= inf
( 1X
i=1
g-P(Bi): A
1[
i=1
Bi; Bi 2 B
)
: (2.11)
In fact, whether g-P (@T) is nite or not, the set function g-P is an outer measure,
and by (2.10b) it can be easily veried that all balls and so all Borel sets are g-P
measurable; when g-P(@T)<1, g-P coincides with g-P on all balls Bu and so on
A. Let us call g-P the spherical g-packing measure. In the denition of g-P(A), if
we use covers of A by any sets rather than balls, we then obtain the usual g-packing
measure which we denote by g-p; this is also an outer measure, and by (2.10a), all
Borel sets are also g-p measurable (see for example, the argument in the proof of
Theorem 4:1(iv) of Dai and Taylor, 1994). Clearly g-p6g-P. When g-P(@T)<1,
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it seems more natural to study g-P rather than g-p, because g-P extends g-PjA (the
restriction of g-P to A) to a measure on the -algebra generated by A.
A subset   of T is called an antichain of T if neither u<v nor v<u whenever
u 6= v; u 2  ; v 2  . We shall write j j = inffjuj: u 2  g. A cutset of T is an
antichain   such that fBu: u 2  g is a cover of @T (=B;). Since this cover is also a
packing of @T , it is easily checked that
g-H (@T) = lim
n!1 inf
(X
u2 
g(jBuj):   is a cutset of T with j j>n
)
; (2.12)
and
g-P(@T) = lim
n!1 sup
(X
u2 
g(jBuj):   is a cutset of T with j j>n
)
: (2.13)
For convenience, the sup in (2.13) will be denoted by g-Pn (@T); n>0: It decreases
when n increases.
Similarly, for all u 2 T , a subset   of Tu is called an antichain of Tu if neither
v1<v2 nor v2<v1 whenever v1 6= v2; v1 2  ; v2 2  ; a cutset of Tu is an antichain
  such that fBuv: v 2  ug is a cover of Bu. Just as (2.12) and (2.13), we have for all
u 2 T ,
g-H (Bu) = lim
n!1 inf
(X
v2 
g(jBuvj):   is a cutset of Tu with j j>n
)
; (2.14)
and
g-P(Bu) = lim
n!1 sup
(X
v2 
g(jBuvj):   is a cutset of Tu with j j>n
)
: (2.15)
Recall that for P-almost all ! 2 
 and !-almost all u 2 @T ,
lim
n!1
−log !(Bujn)
n
= ; (2.16)
so that by a classical density argument (see for example Dai and Taylor, 1994 or
Taylor and Tricot, 1985), the Hausdor and packing dimensions of @T are a.s. ; by a
result of Falconer (1987, Lemma 4.4), a.s. g-H (@T)=0 and g-P(@T)=1 if g(t)= t.
Liu (1996a) found a function  for which 0< − H (@T)<1 a.s.; here we nd a
function  for which 0< − P(@T)<1 a.s.
3. Upper bound
Proposition 3.1. If p1 = 0; then
 − P(@T)6(r)Z a:s: (3.1)
Proof. Fix K > 0. Let n>1 and let   be a cut-set of T with j j>n. ThenX
u2 
K(jBuj) =
X
u2 
K(jBuj) 1fK(jBuj)6jBujZug
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+
X
u2 
K(jBuj) 1fK(jBuj)> jBujZug
6
X
u2 
jBujZu +
X
k>n
X
u2zk
K(jBuj) 1fK(jBuj)> jBujZug:
(3.2a)
In the last line, the rst sum is equal to Z ; let us denote by Rn the second sum. Then
for all n>1,
K − Pn(@T)6Z + Rn: (3.2b)
Notice that for all u 2 U with juj = k; jBuj = e−k , (jBuj) = jBuj(log k)∗ ; and the
random variables Zu are independent of each other and have the same distribution as Z .
Therefore,
ERn =
X
k>n
E
X
u2zk
Km−k(log k)
∗
P[Z <K(log k)
∗
]
=K
X
k>n
(log k)
∗
P[Z <K(log k)
∗
]:
Let 0<t<r. Then by the denition of r, there is some Ct > 0 such that for all
x> 0, P[Z <x]6Cte−tx
1=∗
; so that
P[Z<K(log k)
∗
]6Ctk−tK
1=∗
:
It follows that
ERn6KCt
X
k>n
(log k)
∗
k−tK
1=∗
: (3.3a)
If tK1=
∗
>1, ERn is the tail of a convergent series, so that
lim
n!1ERn = 0: (3.3b)
Therefore by Fatou’s lemma, E lim inf n!1 Rn = 0. Since Rn is non-increasing and
< 0, this implies
lim
n!1Rn = 0 a:s: whenever K < t
−∗ : (3.3c)
It follows by (3.2b) that
K − P(@T)6Z for all K < t−∗ :
Since K<t−
∗
and t<r are arbitrary, the proof is complete.
Proposition 3.2. Assume p1>0 and let b>0 be dened by p1mb = 1. For all a 2 R;
write  a(t) = t jlog tja. Then for all a<− 1=(b+ 1);
 a − P(@T) = 0 a:s: (3.4)
Proof. In this case, for some constant C > 0 and all x> 0, P(Z6x)6Cxb. The argu-
ment of the above proof also applies, and (3.2b) becomes
K a − Pn(@T)6Z + Rn ; (3.5)
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where a< 0, n>1; Rn =
P
k>n
P
u2zk K a(jBuj)1fK a(jBuj)>m−jujZug; and (3.3a)
becomes
ERn6K
1+bC
X
k>n
kakab: (3.6a)
Therefore whenever a(1 + b)<− 1, we have
lim
n!1ER

n = 0; (3.6b)
so that Rn ! 0 a.s. Hence by (3.5), if a<− 1=(1 + b), then for all K>0,
 a(@T)6Z=K a:s: (3.7)
So the proof is complete.
Remarks. (i) Since −p6−P6−P, the conclusion of Proposition 3.1 also
holds for the packing measures −p and −P instead of the premeasure −P;
similarly, in Proposition 3.2, we can replace  a − P with  a −p and  a − P. (ii) In
Proposition 3.1, if p1> 0, then r=0, (r)
∗
=+1, so the assertion is also true, but
it gives no information: it just says that  − P(@T)6 +1 a.s. (iii) In Proposition
3.2, if p1 = 0, the statement remains true provided that b is interpreted as +1 and
the conclusion reduces to  a−P(@T)= 0 a.s. for all a< 0. This can be regarded as a
consequence of Proposition 3.1, and can also be seen by the proof of Proposition 3.2
because this time limx!0 P(Z6x)x−b = 0 for all b> 0.
4. Lower bound
Proposition 4.1. If p1 = 0; then
E − P(@T)>(r): (4.1)
Proof. Fix K > 0. For each u=(u1; : : : ; un) 2 zn; n>1, dene u=(u1; : : : ; un−1; un+1)
if un <Nuj(n−1), and u=(u1; : : : ; un−1; 1) if un=Nuj(n−1). For k 2 N; k > 3; consider
Ak = Ak(!) = fu 2 zk : jBujljZ(ujl)∗ >K(jBujlj) for all l= [log k]; : : : ; kg:
For u 2 zk−Ak , let lu be the smallest l 2 [log k; k] such that jBujljZ(ujl)∗6K(jBujlj).
Put
~ k = ~ k(!) = fujlu: u 2 @T − Akg:
Then ~ k is an antichain and   = ~ k [ Ak is a cutset of T with j j>[log k]. Notice
that if u 2 ~ k , then jBujZu∗6K(jBuj). So
K
X
u2 
(jBuj)>
X
u2 ~ k
jBujZu∗
=
X
u2 
jBujZu∗ −
X
u2Ak
jBujZu∗ :
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In the last line, the second sum will be denoted by Sk ; the rst sum is of expectation
1 because
E
X
u2 
jBujZu∗ = E
X
u2 
jBuj = E
X
u2 
jBujZu = EZ = 1:
Therefore,
K E[ − P[log k](@T)]>1− ESk : (4.2)
Note that
ESk = E
X
u2zk
m−jujZu∗
kY
l=[log k]
1fZ(ujl)∗ >K(log l)
∗g:
Since for xed u 2 zn, the random variables Z(ujl)∗ ; [log k]6l6k; are independent and
have the same distribution as Z , we obtain
ESk 6 E
X
u2zk
m−jujE[Z1fZ >K(log k)∗g]
k−1Y
l=[log k]
PfZ >K(log l)∗g
6 E
k−1Y
l=[log k]
PfZ >K(log l)∗g: (4.3a)
Using EZ = 1 and 1− x6e−x; x 2 [0; 1]; we obtain
ESk6exp
8<
:−
k−1X
l=[log k]
P[Z6K(log l)
∗
]
9=
;= exp
8<
:−
k−1X
l=[log k]
P[etZ
1=∗
>l]
9=
; ; (4.3b)
where t=K−1=
∗
. By the argument of pp. 532{533 (from (3:10) of p. 532 to line 6 of
p. 533) of Liu (1996a), we can prove that the lim sup of the sum
Pk−1
l=[log k] in (4.3b)
is +1 whenever t > t0 and Eet0Z1=
∗
=1 for some t0> 0. It follows that
lim inf
k!1
ESk = 0 if K−1=
∗
>r: (4.3c)
So by (4.2),
K lim sup
k!1
E[ − P[log k](@T)]>1 for all K>(r)−∗ :
Since −Pk(@T) is decreasing and E[−P1(@T)]<1 by (3.2b) and (3.3b), using
the dominated convergence theorem gives
KE[ − P(@T)]>1 if K>(r)−∗ : (4.4)
This implies the desired result.
5. Ending the proof of Theorem 1.1
Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of the following:
Theorem 5.1. If p1 = 0; then a.s.; for all A @T(!);
 − P(A) = (r)∗(A): (5.1)
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Proof. By Propositions 3.1 and 4.1, E[ − P(@T)] = (r)∗ ; using Proposition 3.1
again, we see that
 − P(@T) = (r)∗Z a:s: (5.2)
Since (@T) = Z a.s, (5.2) also reads
 − P(@T) = (r)∗(@T) a:s:
By a similar argument we can prove that a.s., for all balls Bu; u 2 T ;
 − P(Bu) = (r)∗(Bu): (5.3)
So by the denition of  − P, a.s. (5.1) holds for all A @T .
It is interesting to compare Theorem 5.1 with the following result about exact
Hausdor measures.
Theorem 5.2. Assume that either m<1 or E exp(tN )<1 for some but not all t>0;
and let  2 (0; 1] and r 2 (0;1) be dened as in (1:2b) and (2:2). Then a.s.; for all
Borel sets A in @T(!);
− H (A) = r(A): (5.4)
Proof. Liu (1996a) proved that (5.4) holds a.s. for A=@T . A similar argument shows
that it also holds a.s. for all balls A = Bu; u 2 T , and therefore for all Borel sets
A @T .
In closing this article, we point out that, just as in the study of exact Hausdor
measures (Liu, 1993), the argument of this paper can be extended to marked trees, and
can be applied to study exact packing measure of random fractals in Rn containing
the model of Graf et al. (1988) and that of Falconer (1986): this will be done in an
forthcoming paper (Liu, 1999). The extended work will reveal some close relations
among the simple Galton{Watson process, the multiplicative cascades of Mandelbrot
(1974) (see also Kahane and Peyriere, 1976) and the branching random walk (see e.g.
Biggins, 1977).
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